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Abstract: There is a development trend for fuel vehicles to adopt low-carbon emission engines. The sales of cars with low-carbon three-cylinder engines in the Chinese market have declined. Is the life cycle of automotive products with three-cylinder engines entering a recession stage? In order to achieve this research objective, which is to investigate whether assembling a three-cylinder engine affects the life cycle of an automotive product, this paper constructs an ecological theory-based approach to measuring the life cycle of automotive products. First, the logistic model is used to measure the intrinsic growth rate, internal inhibition coefficient, and theoretical upper limit of product sales scale before and after the automotive products are equipped with three-cylinder engines. In the second stage, the Lotka–Volterra model is used to calculate the intrinsic growth rate, internal inhibition coefficient, theoretical upper limit, and symbiosis coefficient of the sales scale of the products before and after the three-cylinder engine, taking the Chinese automobile manufacturing enterprises as an example for empirical analysis. The research results show that the selection of three-cylinder engine for automotive products will not lead to the product life cycle entering the recession period ahead of time.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Emission Reduction of Automotive Products

In China, environmentally friendly vehicles are the current development trend [1]. However, the public has a process of accepting low-emission and new energy vehicles. Scholars also focus on the research on the industry’s supporting facilities [2], sales, and supply chain of low emission and new energy vehicles [3–7]. The comprehensive method is applied to relevant research [8,9]. Comprehensive entropy analysis [10] and fuzzy set analysis [11] are used in this issue. When the acceptance of low-carbon emission vehicles in the automobile market is a gradual process, scholars have focused on the market performance of low-carbon emission vehicles [12–18]. There is a lack of innovation in low carbon emission vehicles in China, and relevant industries and innovation policies should be strengthened [19]. In the future, the low-carbon-emission automobile industry will be more dependent on the market environment [20]. Low carbon vehicles are of great significance for realizing the harmonious development between man and nature [21–23]. However, during the operation of low-carbon vehicles such as new energy vehicles and electric vehicles, carbon emissions are transferred to power plants. If the environmental protection problems in the power generation process cannot be solved, carbon emissions will still exist [24–28].
1.2. Development and Characteristics of Three-Cylinder Engine in China’s Automobile Market

With the increasingly severe global environmental problems, China has promulgated a series of fuel consumption restrictions and regulations for motor vehicles in recent years. In 2017, China’s five ministries and commissions jointly issued the measures for the parallel management of the average fuel consumption of passenger vehicle enterprises and new energy vehicle credits (hereinafter referred to as the “Dual-Credit management measures”). China’s energy-saving and environmental protection policies have promoted the development process of small engine displacement. Under the new technical conditions, three-cylinder engines have emerged. Under the conditions of meeting fuel consumption, power, and smooth-going characteristics, the number of models equipped with three-cylinder engines is increasing. However, Chinese consumers have always been skeptical of three-cylinder engines, and car jitter, cheap in price, and weak power have always been the labels of three-cylinder engines.

Before 2015, the three-cylinder engine models in China’s passenger car market were mainly concentrated on self-owned brand mini cars. With the development of China’s passenger car market, the market scale of traditional fuel mini cars has decreased year by year, and the three-cylinder locomotive models sold in China’s passenger car market have gradually decreased. With the tightening of energy-saving laws and regulations for motor vehicles, mainstream automobile brands have gradually launched three-cylinder engine models since 2015 in order to meet the energy-saving requirements. It can be seen from the number of three-cylinder locomotives and the number of brands over the years that this trend is becoming more and more obvious.

On 16 March 2015, the entire Peugeot 408 was replaced with a 1.2T three-cylinder engine, the first mainstream-branded three-cylinder model to be launched in the Chinese passenger car market in the new era. In July of the same year, Ford Focus launched a 1.0T three-cylinder engine model, and Citroen c4l launched a 1.2t three-cylinder engine model. Over time, the luxury brand BMW, the joint venture brands Buick, Chevrolet, and Honda, and the independent brands Geely and Lynkco have successively launched three-cylinder locomotive products. By the third quarter of 2021, 24 brands have launched more than 80 models equipped with three-cylinder engines.

Although the number of corporate brands and models equipped with three-cylinder engines has been increasing, the sales of three-cylinder models have not always increased but reached a peak in sales in 2019, with 1.253 million units sold for the year, accounting for 6.1% of the domestic passenger car market. Even in the highest sales year, the share of three-cylinder engines is still at a low level, and as of the most recent first three quarters of 2021, the share of sales of three-cylinder models fell to 3.0%, less than half of that of 2019 [29].

In the global trend of small engine displacement, the three-cylinder engine in the Chinese automobile market has yet to be widely accepted by consumers. The first three-cylinder engine products in the Chinese automobile market were applied to minicars, such as Xiali, Alto, QQ, etc., and they were negatively labeled by consumers as cheap, poorly powered, jittery, and low-end due to the technical level and the positioning of the products as minicars at that time. Even with the development of the level of technology, now the three-cylinder engine in power, noise, and energy-saving has surpassed the then four-cylinder engine, but the impression of the product of the three-cylinder machine is still stuck in many negative comments. On the other hand, China has made great efforts to develop new energy vehicles and has implemented the dual-credit policy. In the selection of energy-saving technology routes, a new energy path has been added. Taking into account such factors as R & D expenditure, sales volume, and energy-saving level, enterprises will focus more on the research and development of new energy technologies. Under this influence, the product strategies of the independent enterprise and the joint venture have different emphases. Because the joint venture mostly sells a set of power assemblies to the global market, it needs to consider the global market as a whole. Therefore, the joint venture brand is more active in promoting three-cylinder engine products. The independent
enterprise focuses on the Chinese market, and the R & D and marketing models invested in new energy technologies are significantly more than those of the joint venture.

Since 2015, many passenger car enterprises in China’s market have launched products equipped with three-cylinder engines on products with different positionings. Overall, the joint venture brands are more keen to launch three-cylinder engine products, on the one hand, because the joint venture brands are forced to meet fuel consumption targets for energy-saving regulations; but on the other hand, it can also be seen that the reserves of the joint venture brand in terms of engine technology should be ahead of the independent brand, and the joint venture brand will quickly launch three-cylinder engine products according to market changes. In terms of the sales proportion of three-cylinder engines, the performance of American brands and independent brands is obviously better than that of other brands. At present, the German brand with the largest proportion in the passenger car market is not eager to launch three-cylinder engines. Only three-cylinder locomotives under the BMW brand are on sale, and the cumulative sales volume of three-cylinder engines of German brand in the first three quarters of 2021 only accounts for 10.6%. In terms of vehicle type, enterprises are more willing to give priority to the promotion of three-cylinder engine products in cars. Most of the first models of various brands are cars, and SUV users pay more attention to vehicle power factors. In terms of the first equipped model, in addition to Ford and General Motors, the first three-cylinder engine products of other brands mostly choose the next core model. On the one hand, it is necessary to minimize the impact on the sales of core models, and on the other hand, the sales volume should not be too small, otherwise there is no scale advantage.

China’s new energy vehicles are experiencing rapid development. In November 2020, the general office of the State Council issued the new energy vehicle industry development plan (2021–2035) (hereinafter referred to as the Plan) [30]. According to the Plan, by 2025, the sales volume of new energy vehicles will reach about 20% of the total sales volume of new vehicles. By 2035, pure electric vehicles will become the mainstream of newly sold vehicles, and vehicles in the public sector will be fully electrified. As one of the new energy types, plug-in hybrid vehicles can not only meet the requirements of new energy vehicles but also eliminate the mileage anxiety of consumers, and they are gradually being accepted by the market. The proportion of three-cylinder engines used in plug-in hybrid vehicles is significantly higher than that in traditional fuel vehicles. New energy vehicle users focus more on indicators such as driving range and total power of the power system. The number of engine cylinders is no longer the focus of consumers. Many three-cylinder plug-in hybrid models are sold under the ideal Geely and Lynkco brands. In 2021, Lincoln, Land Rover, and other luxury brands also launched new energy models equipped with three-cylinder locomotives.

1.3. Automobile Energy Saving and Emission Reduction Measures

In order to cope with the increasingly serious energy shortage and environmental pollution, various regions and countries have promulgated corresponding environmental protection laws to guide major automobile enterprises to further reduce fuel consumption. Energy saving and environmental protection are the inevitable choices for the sustainable and healthy development of China’s automobiles in the future. At present, the energy-saving and emission reduction of automobiles can be realized by developing new energy vehicles, lightening automobiles, improving engine combustion and other technologies. In the environment of energy saving and emission reduction, the miniaturization of the engine, which has gradually become the mainstream, becomes active.

The new energy electric vehicle is a comprehensive product of cutting-edge achievements in electric power, automobiles, chemistry, automatic control, computers, new materials, new energy, and other technologies. From the perspective of environmental protection, electric vehicles produce almost zero pollution; there is no doubt that it is feasible to use electric vehicles to make up for the defects of original fuel vehicles that pollute the environment and consume energy. However, up to now, there are still many problems that need to
be solved gradually; the construction of social supporting resources, such as charging piles, needs to be popularized and improved. Most car companies do not take this option, with the most important reason being that the research and development cycle is too long and the development costs are too high.

Generally speaking, the heavier the vehicle, the higher the fuel consumption. The research report shows that the fuel consumption will be reduced by 8% for every 10% reduction in the weight of the vehicle. In 2018, the average fuel consumption of Chinese passenger cars was 5.8 L/100 km, which is 9% less than the target of reaching 5 L/100 km by 2020. In other words, the vehicle weight needs to be reduced by 11.2% to meet the requirements. According to the statistics of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China [29], the average weight of passenger cars in China is 1456 kg, so the average weight of vehicles needs to be reduced by 163 kg to reach the emission standard of 5 L/100 km. In the automobile manufacturing industry, according to statistics, the manufacturing cost can be increased by CNY 319 per 33 kg of weight reduction, and the reverse price weight ratio is 9.7 CNY/kg. In this way, the production cost of each vehicle is about CNY 1581. Dealing with the contradiction between a vehicle lightweight, cost, and safety is thus an important part of the design and development of various automobile manufacturers with fierce competition. The process of automobile lightweighting does not simply involve reducing some materials or replacing steel with aluminum, instead, it requires long-term research and development of automobile enterprises and overall optimization of the whole vehicle structure. Therefore, it is still a long-term technical way to achieve the goal of energy saving and emission reduction through the realization of vehicle lightweight.

Improving the engine technology has a great impact on the fuel economy and power performance of the automobile engine. At present, the strategies to improve engine technology can be roughly divided into the adoption of turbocharging technology, direct injection technology, stratified combustion technology, and continuous variable valve timing technology. Taking the turbocharging technology widely used in the market as an example, the performance of the three-cylinder turbocharged engine is better than that of the four-cylinder turbocharged engine. But the current turbocharged technology is urgently needed to solve the problem of turbo lag, the impact of which can be reduced by the operating characteristics of the three-cylinder engine. There will be no problems such as exhaust interference or small turbine lag because the exhaust pulse of the three-cylinder engine is continuous. In terms of engine performance, it is well known that for the same displacement, the smaller the number of cylinders, the larger the cylinder volume. At the same time, the larger the stroke and cylinder diameter, the larger the torque at low speed.

In terms of engine power, the three-cylinder engine has a large power rise, small friction loss, a simple structure, less mechanical friction surface, and high thermal efficiency. At present, research on the three-cylinder engine mainly focuses on the mechanical technology of the engine [31–33].

1.4. Product Life Cycle

Raymond Vernon proposed the product life cycle (PLC) theory. Product life cycle refers to the market life of a product. According to Vernon, product life cycle refers to the marketing life of a new product from entering the market to being eliminated by the market. The product life cycle can generally be divided into four stages: the formation stage of the product, the growth stage of the product, the mature stage of the product, and the decline stage of the product [34]. Life-cycle theory provides managers with a range of parameters, indicators, and tools to assess the signs of transition from one stage to the next [35]. Miller and Friesen proposed a 5-stage model: Birth Phase, Growth Phase, Maturity Phase, Revival Phase, and Decline Phase [36]. In recent years, life cycle research has undergone new development. It is found that the impact of different financing channels on innovation varies with different stages of the life cycle and the advancement of the life cycle, and the overall performance weakens [37]. Investment fluctuations have
different effects on technological innovation of products with different life cycles [38]. Trade credit can be used as a sustainable resource in the life cycle [39]. Different life cycles need to implement corresponding management concepts, management strategies [40], and management culture [41]. The development of new technologies [42,43] and new economic models [44] also puts forward new tasks for life cycle research.

Through the research of previous research results, we find that there are some problems in the current research as follows: (1) the research on low-carbon emission vehicles is mainly focused on new energy vehicles, and the attention on the improvement of low-carbon emission fuel vehicle engines is not high. (2) The research on the three-cylinder engine for automobiles mainly focuses on the technical level, and the research on the connection between the use of the three-cylinder engine and the life cycle of the product is not enough. (3) There are few studies on the life cycle of automotive products from the perspective of ecology and population dynamics.

The logistic model and the Lotka–Volterra model are constructed to analyze the evolution direction of the interaction mechanism between the three-cylinder engine automotive products and the total product volume of the enterprise. This paper deeply analyzes the development history of three-cylinder passenger cars in China and explores the future development trend of three-cylinder engines [45]. (The sample data for this article is selected from the data website of the relevant industry associations, “home of car owners”, https://xl.16888.com/brand.html, accessed on 1 August 2022) The research structure and steps of this paper are shown in the following figure.

As shown in Figure 1, this paper uses the logistic model to analyze the growth mechanism of automobile products and judges the impact of low-carbon engines on the development of automobile products through comparative studies. Then, this paper uses the Lotka–Volterra model to evaluate the impact of automobile products on the total sales of enterprise products and judges the impact of low-carbon engines on the overall development of automobile products through comparative research.

![Figure 1. Research structure and steps.](image)

**2. Data and Methods**

**2.1. Population Dynamics**

(1) Single population growth mechanism.

The development of any population will be restricted by its own growth capacity and resource environment, and species will follow the law of life cycle. In this paper, the automotive products sold by the automobile manufacturing enterprises are regarded as the automobile product population, and the automotive products are studied using the population number. Likewise, the development of populations in a socioeconomic system should not grow indefinitely. If an automobile market is regarded as an ecosystem, the...
cars of different brands can be regarded as populations. The population model can be well applied here. The model is as follows [46,47]:

\[ g_1(t) = \frac{dN_1(t)}{dt} = \alpha_1 N_1 \left(1 - \frac{N_1}{K_1}\right) \]  

\( g_1(t) \) is the growth rate of sales volume of automotive products in T stage.
\( N_1(t) \) is the population size of automotive products in period \( t \).
\( K_1 \) is the largest automobile product population.
\( \alpha_1 \) is the intrinsic growth rate of the automobile product population.
\( \left(1 - \frac{N_1}{K_1}\right) \) is the growth retardation factor of the automobile product population.

The metering model is as follows:

because:

\[ dN_1(t) \approx \Delta N_1(t) = N_1(t) - N_1(t-1), \quad dt \approx \Delta t = t - (t - 1) = 1. \]

therefore:

\[ g_1(t) \approx \Delta N_1(t) = \alpha_1 N_1(t-1) + \gamma_1 N_1^2(t-1) \]  

Among them, generally \( \alpha_1 > 0 \) represents the synergy within an automotive product group, and is called the internal synergy coefficient. When \( \alpha_1 > 1 \), the internal synergy effect of automotive products is significant.

Set \( \gamma_1 = -\frac{\alpha_1}{K_1} \), generally \( \gamma_1 < 0 \), which is used to express the competition effect within the automobile product population, which is called the internal competition coefficient or the population density inhibition coefficient of the automobile product population.

(2) Interaction mechanism of two species.

Automobile manufacturing enterprises share their own resources with other enterprises while sharing various resources of other enterprises. A healthy ecosystem can effectively promote the sharing of various innovation and operational resources among enterprises. In the same way, the internal relationship model of automobile product population 2 (P2) can be obtained.

\[ g_2(t) = \frac{dN_2(t)}{dt} = \alpha_2 N_2 \left(1 - \frac{N_2}{K_2}\right) \]  

The following model explains the effect of population P2 on population P1.

\[ g_1(t) = \frac{dN_1(t)}{dt} = \alpha_1 N_1 \left(1 - \frac{N_1}{K_1} + \beta_{12}\right) \]  

\( \beta_{12} \) indicates the effect of population 2 on population 1 (when \( \beta_{12} > 0 \), synergistic effect; when \( \beta_{12} < 0 \), competitive effect). The following population dynamics system expresses the effect of population p1 on population P2.

\[ g_2(t) = \frac{dN_2(t)}{dt} = \alpha_2 N_2 \left(1 - \frac{N_2}{K_2} + \beta_{21}\right) \]  

\( \beta_{21} \) is the influence factor of population 1 to population 2. The dynamic system composed of population P1 and population P2 is:

\[
\begin{align*}
g_1(t) &= \frac{dN_1(t)}{dt} = \alpha_1 N_1 \left(1 - \frac{N_1}{K_1} + \frac{\beta_{12} N_2}{K_2}\right) \\
g_2(t) &= \frac{dN_2(t)}{dt} = \alpha_2 N_2 \left(1 - \frac{N_2}{K_2} + \frac{\beta_{21} N_1}{K_1}\right)
\end{align*}
\]  

Considering two or more entities in the ecosystem competing and symbiotic at the same time [48], the system can show a symbiotic relationship of product populations [49–51]. Relevant studies have shown that the symbiotic mechanism of automotive products is suitable for analysis with population dynamics [52–54].
2.2. Sample Introduction

The models selected in this paper are mainly the best-selling models launched by joint ventures in the Chinese market, at least those that used to be best-selling. The model samples selected in the study are shown in the following table.

As shown in Table 1, six main models from six Sino–foreign joint ventures were selected for research. The comprehensive fuel consumption refers to the comprehensive fuel consumption (L) of a vehicle running 100 km published by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. These six models were once popular products in China’s passenger car market. However, in recent years, these models have encountered sales difficulties, and the sales volume has dropped significantly.

Table 1. Three-cylinder engine models and their emissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Model</th>
<th>Developing Enterprise</th>
<th>Engine Displacement</th>
<th>Comprehensive Fuel Consumption (L)</th>
<th>Time of Market Launch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>CA-Ford</td>
<td>1.0 T</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>July-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>Dongfeng Peugeot</td>
<td>1.2 T</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>March-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4L</td>
<td>Dongfeng Citroen</td>
<td>1.2 T</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>July-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>SAIC Buick</td>
<td>1.0 T</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>July-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crider</td>
<td>GAC Honda</td>
<td>1.0 T</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>September-2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malibu</td>
<td>SAIC Chevrolet</td>
<td>1.3 T</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>January-2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take the Chang’an Ford Focus model, for example, which finally received a new generation in November 2018, nearly seven years after the previous generation was launched (in April 2012, the third generation Focus was launched in the Chinese market). Compared with its competitors, the Nissan Sylphy, which is one of the representative models in the current A-class car market, carried out model replacements in 2012 and 2016, respectively. At the 2019 Shanghai auto show, the latest generation of Nissan Sylphy products with a 12 mm longer wheelbase was officially released, and the update frequency was much higher than that of the Focus.

The price of stagnant product renewal is the decline of its sales volume and influence. According to the data, as a benchmark product in the A-class car market, Focus not only achieved excellent performance of monthly sales with more than 30,000 vehicles, but also won the sales champion in the segment market for three consecutive years from 2012 to 2014. With the rise of its competitors and the “lack of ambition” of Focus itself, its sales volume began to decline in 2015. Now, even if the new generation of Focus came out finally, it would be difficult to reproduce the glory of that year. Other models of Chang’an Ford have similar experiences. In terms of cars, the fifth generation Mondeo has been in service for nearly six years since it was launched in August 2013. It has obviously lagged behind in both interior design and technological configuration. The youngest product in the Ford family, the Forester, was launched in December 2014 and received a mid-life facelift in October 2018. As a model with low profit and high sales volume, after the modification, the whole series is only equipped with the controversial three-cylinder engine, and the sales volume also plummeted, even smaller than that in the peak period of one month. In the Chang’an Ford SUV camp, the Kuga and Edge have also entered the end of the product cycle. The development of Chang’an Ford is a microcosm of the development of some Sino–foreign joint ventures. Many people attribute the plight of Chang’an Ford to the three-cylinder engine. However, the actual situation is not necessarily the case, which is also a mystery that this study wants to reveal.

2.3. Analysis Results of Logistic Model

This paper first analyzes the growth mechanism and mode of automotive products by using a logistic model, especially comparing the differences between products equipped with three-cylinder engines. This paper attempts to explore whether the adoption of a three-
cylinder engine will significantly change the growth mechanism and mode of products. The research results are shown in the following table.

As shown in Table 2, the effect of dynamic mechanism analysis of a single population logistic model is very good, and most regression effects are very good. The data in the table shows that the upper limit of theoretical sales volume of some models, including Focus, Encore, Crider, and Malibu, is decreasing after the replacement of the low-carbon three-cylinder engine. The Peugeot 408 and C4L saw a rise in the theoretical upper limit of sales.

Table 2. Logistic model results of vehicle models and enterprise sales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Model</th>
<th>Before Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
<th>After Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intrinsic Growth Rate ($c_1$)</td>
<td>Intrinsic Growth Rate ($c_1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>0.903 (1.529) *</td>
<td>0.191 (2.019) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-Ford</td>
<td>0.127 (2.173) **</td>
<td>0.186 (2.091) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peugeot 408</td>
<td>0.376 (2.173) ***</td>
<td>0.247 (2.532) ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-Peugeot</td>
<td>0.234 (2.734) ***</td>
<td>0.164 (1.588) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4L</td>
<td>0.498 (2.527) ***</td>
<td>0.178 (1.114) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-citroen</td>
<td>0.316 (2.283) **</td>
<td>0.532 (2.464) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>0.679 (4.807) ***</td>
<td>0.109 (0.791)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saic-buick</td>
<td>0.402 (2.133) ***</td>
<td>0.473 (1.790) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crider</td>
<td>0.518 (4.058) **</td>
<td>0.118 (0.552)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghac</td>
<td>0.718 (5.839) ***</td>
<td>0.948 (3.701) ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malibu</td>
<td>0.375 (3.752) ***</td>
<td>0.792 (2.563) ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saic-chevrolet</td>
<td>0.405 (4.531) ***</td>
<td>0.351 (1.961) *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) t value, * p value < 0.1, ** p value < 0.05, *** p value < 0.01.

After Focus withdrew the three-cylinder engine models, the intrinsic growth rate increased, and the internal inhibition coefficient also increased. The total result is the decline of the theoretical upper limit of sales volume. Interestingly, under the condition that CA-Ford launched the three-cylinder engine version of the Focus, the maximum sales volume of the whole enterprise increased significantly. After the launch of the low-carbon engine vehicle model represented by the Focus, the sales limit of the whole enterprise has increased. It can be preliminarily determined that low-carbon engines may be a power source for enterprises to revitalize new engines.

The performance of the Peugeot 408 is just the opposite to that of the Focus. After the Peugeot 408 model withdrew the three-cylinder engine, the intrinsic growth rate decreased, and the internal inhibition coefficient also decreased. Finally, the theoretical sales limit of the model rose. Meanwhile, the overall sales cap of DF Peugeot decreased.

After the DF Citroen C4L model was equipped with a three-cylinder engine, the theoretical upper limit of automobile sales of this model and the whole enterprise has been significantly increased. Observing its regression model, we can find that the rise of low-carbon engine models and the theoretical sales volume for enterprises is due to the decrease of internal inhibition coefficient.

After Encore installed the low-carbon three-cylinder engine, the theoretical upper limit of sales volume of encore models and SAIC Buick enterprises both decreased. It shows
that for SAIC Buick, the low-carbon three-cylinder engine has not brought a significant improvement in performance to the enterprise. The situation of Crider and Malibu is similar to that of Encore.

The single population analysis shows that most of the models in the sample have not significantly improved the competitiveness of the enterprise and its products after the replacement of the three-cylinder engine and have not significantly improved the theoretical upper limit of the enterprise’s product sales. At the same time, the sales volume of most products did not get out of recession. So, can we conclude that the three-cylinder engine is not conducive to the development of automotive products? In order to answer this question, we need to use the two-species Lotka–Volterra model to further look at the symbiotic mechanism between the three-cylinder locomotive and the overall sales volume of the enterprise from the perspective of population symbiosis.

2.4. Lotka-Volterra Model Analysis Results

It is one-sided to study the influence of the three-cylinder engine on the product life cycle only from the perspective of single population growth. In this paper, the Lotka–Volterra model is used to analyze the symbiosis mechanism and interaction mode of the automotive products and the total products of their affiliated enterprises, especially to compare the differences between the products equipped with three-cylinder engines. This paper attempts to explore whether the adoption of the three-cylinder engine will significantly change the symbiosis mechanism and interaction mode between the product and the total product of its affiliated enterprises. The research results are shown in the following table.

As shown in Table 3, the regression effect of the LV model is good, which indicates that the two-population LV model is applicable for the study of the symbiosis mechanism of automobile enterprises. In the regression results of the model, there are a few cases where the β coefficient exceeds the boundary of ecological theory. In this case, focus should be on the positive and negative of the coefficient value. In the sample, four brands use three-cylinder engines, which can promote the total sales volume of their enterprises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Model</th>
<th>Before Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
<th>After Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>$-1.832 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-Ford</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>$-3.075 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peugeot 408</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>$-7.950 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-Peugeot</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>$-1.183 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIL</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>$1.549 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-Citroen</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>$-2.756 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>$-1.086 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saic-buick</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>$-3.455 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crider</td>
<td>$-0.028$</td>
<td>$-3.462 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghac</td>
<td>1.058</td>
<td>$-1.373 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Model</th>
<th>Before Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
<th>After Assembling the Three-Cylinder Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malibu</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>$-4.148 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.137) ***</td>
<td>(-4.617) ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saic-chevrolet</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>$-7.671 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.967) ***</td>
<td>(-4.887) ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

() $t$ value, * $p$ value < 0.1, ** $p$ value < 0.05, *** $p$ value < 0.01.

The Focus and CA-Ford are mutually beneficial in the symbiotic relationship of automotive products. Before assembling the low-carbon three-cylinder engine, Chang’an Ford’s product line had a competitive relationship with the Focus. After assembling the low-carbon three-cylinder engine, Chang’an Ford’s product line has a synergistic symbiotic relationship with Focus. This shows that the low-carbon product engine has effectively changed the product symbiosis mechanism within Ford and optimized the product ecosystem. At the same time, Chang’an Ford’s performance in the Chinese market is not satisfactory. The main reason is not that it uses a three-cylinder engine. Chang’an Ford should not attribute the decline in product market competitiveness and market share in recent years to the use of three-cylinder engines. Products, such as 408, C4L, Crider, and others, can still achieve the synergy effect on the total product volume of the enterprise after using the three-cylinder engine. Among them, 408 and Focus are two-way collaborative relationships with the sum of the product lines of the affiliated enterprises. After the adoption of the three-cylinder engine, Encore and Malibu have formed a competitive relationship with their affiliated enterprises. However, before adopting the three-cylinder engine, Encore and Malibu also formed a competitive relationship with their affiliated enterprises. The use of a three-cylinder engine intensifies this internal competitive relationship.

It can be seen that the low-carbon three-cylinder engine has no significant impact on the life cycle decline of automotive products. On the contrary, most of the research sample products have a positive impact on the total sales volume of the products and enterprises after they are replaced with three-cylinder engines. The decline in market competition of some automobile enterprises and their mainstream products cannot be simply attributed to the three-cylinder engine but to the deep-seated operation problems faced by the enterprises, which should be analyzed in depth. For example, whether there are problems in the development strategy, product development, and research and development investment of the enterprise should be analyzed.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results

In this paper, the theory and models of ecology and population dynamics are applied to the life cycle analysis of automotive products, and the impact of three-cylinder engines on the product life cycle is compared. In the study, the sales volume of the sample enterprises is regarded as the size of the population, and the sales data of the sample automotive products are analyzed by constructing a two-stage logistic model and a Lotka–Volterra model. Based on the study of population dynamics growth mechanisms, the different life cycles of automobile enterprises are discussed. The article focuses on the analysis of the impact of the new low-carbon three-cylinder engine on the product life cycle. The results show that the three-cylinder engine with low carbon emissions has no significant effect on the life cycle decline of automotive products. On the contrary, most of the research sample products have a positive impact on the total sales volume of the products and enterprises after they are replaced with three-cylinder engines. The decline in market competition of some automobile enterprises and their mainstream products cannot be simply attributed to the three-cylinder engine, but the deep-seated operational problems faced by the enterprises should be analyzed in depth.
3.2. Discussion

Compared with traditional research on product life cycle measurement, the biggest characteristic of this paper is that it returns to the theory and method of ecological research and discusses product life cycle measurement based on the methods of ecology and population dynamics. Life cycle theory comes from ecological research. Compared with the traditional research on low-carbon emission vehicles [6–10], this paper studies the three-cylinder engine from the perspective of consumer market selection, expanding the field and perspective of low-carbon emission vehicle research.

Compared with the current research on consumer acceptance of the low-carbon emission vehicle market [12–18], this paper conducts the research on market acceptance from the perspective of symbiosis of the enterprise product population. This method uses the objective data index of sales volume and develops the thinking of related research. Compared with the traditional three-cylinder engine research [29–31], this paper carries out quantitative analysis from the perspective of product life cycle, expanding the field and perspective of three-cylinder engine research.

3.3. Management Enlightenment

Before new energy vehicles such as hybrid electric vehicles and pure electric vehicles are fully popularized, low-carbon environmental protection engines with small displacement are a good transition product. When developing automotive products, enterprises should not only grasp the future technical requirements of the products, but also pay attention to the current market acceptance of new energy and low-carbon environmental protection engines.

(1) Prospect of the low carbon environmental protection engine.

In September 2020, the Chinese government proposed at the 75th United Nations General Assembly that “China will enhance its national independent contribution, adopt more powerful policies and measures, strive to reach the peak of carbon emissions by 2030, and strive to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060.” It can be predicted that the relevant regulatory requirements for energy conservation and emissions of motor vehicles will be consistent with the action plan of carbon peaking and carbon neutralization. At the same time, with the continuous progress of engine technology, the technical parameters of the three-cylinder engine in terms of power level, fuel consumption index, and NVH will have better performance, which will create mature conditions for the large-scale application of the three-cylinder engine. As more and more countries around the world announce that they will stop selling traditional fuel vehicles in the future, all major automobile enterprises have also announced plans to stop selling traditional fuel vehicles. With the progress of technology, the new energy products made by three-cylinder engines in combination with new energy technologies will certainly achieve greater development in the future.

The three-cylinder engine has many advantages: its simple structure, light weight and small lateral size; while reducing weight and cost, it also provides more space for the layout of the engine compartment and is more suitable for application in hybrid vehicles. Moreover, the smaller the number of cylinders of the engine with the same displacement, the lower the fuel consumption.

The number of cylinders in the engine has grown from a single cylinder to 12 cylinders or more. Now, with the progress of science and technology and the improvement of the national environmental protection policy, the number of cylinders in the engine has gradually returned to three. After so many years of technological precipitation, the technology of automobile manufacturing enterprises has become more and more mature. Today, with the growing awareness of environmental protection, energy saving and emission reduction are tests for major automobile enterprises. Compared with the development of new energy vehicles, the reduction of vehicle weight, and the adoption of four-cylinder small displacement models, the three-cylinder engine has many advantages, such as lower cost, shorter R & D cycle, and higher combustion efficiency compared with the displacement. Therefore, we also have reason to believe that with the maturity of the three-cylinder
(2) Market strategy of low carbon emission vehicles.

The practice of China’s passenger car market shows that many enterprises have successfully used three-cylinder low-carbon engines in the development of new products. The product development of these enterprises has their own characteristics, and the market strategy hits the mark. First of all, automobile manufacturers need to promote three-cylinder engine products in a gradual and orderly manner. In the modification of one type of vehicle, try to introduce some models with three-cylinder engines. At the initial stage of using the three-cylinder engine, we are not in a hurry for success; instead, we sow more tolerance and patience for the market and consumers and correctly face the psychological adaptation process of consumers. Secondly, the enterprise effectively provides high-quality three-cylinder engine products. At the same time, it is necessary to pay attention to the price strategy of new products and make appropriate concessions to consumers. Third, enterprises do their jobs in marketing, advertising, and product promotion.

(3) Policy recommendations.

The government encourages automobile manufacturers to develop and provide low-carbon fuel vehicles through relevant regulatory measures and incentive policies. This policy can be regarded as a transitional policy before the full popularization of new energy vehicles. Government departments should increase the transparency of relevant information and publish relevant performance indicators and carbon emission data of low-carbon three-cylinder engines in a timely manner. This measure can enable the public to obtain more comprehensive engine data and reduce the asymmetry of information about three-cylinder engines. Promoting international cooperation on three-cylinder low carbon emission engines can be achieved through relevant policies.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper is to explore whether assembling a three-cylinder engine will affect the life cycle of automotive products. In short, after assembling the three-cylinder engine, whether the automotive products will enter the recession period of the life cycle ahead of time is unclear. In order to achieve this research goal, this paper constructs a measurement method for the automotive product life cycle based on ecological theory. This method should be able to reflect the impact of the low-carbon three-cylinder engine on the life cycle of the automobile brand. This research has achieved the above research objectives by empirical analysis showing that the three-cylinder engine with low carbon emissions has no significant impact on the life cycle decline of automotive products.

The research highlights of this paper are as follows: (1) the logistic model and Lotka–Volterra model based on population dynamics theory are developed to measure the product life cycle. (2) The logistic model is used to calculate the intrinsic growth rate, internal inhibition coefficient, and theoretical upper limit of sales volume of automotive products. A comparison is made between the situations before and after assembling the three-cylinder engine to study the life cycle change of the product. (3) The Lotka–Volterra model is used to calculate the overall symbiotic relationship between automotive products and enterprise products. To study the life cycle change of the product, we compared the situation before and after assembling the three-cylinder engine.

The advantage of the method recommended in this paper is that it reflects the impact of three-cylinder engine products on the sales of automotive products through objective data. This research avoids the subjective interference brought by market research, interviews, and other methods. At the same time, the data for this method is relatively easy to obtain, and the model operation is relatively simple. The model developed in this paper can not only better measure the life cycle of automotive products but also focus on analyzing the population dynamic characteristics of automotive products in the declining stage. Therefore, the two-stage logistic model and Lotka–Volterra model in this paper can provide
support for scientific decision-making in enterprises. The main shortcomings of this study are that the sample size of the study is relatively small, the time span of the study is relatively short, and the data type in the study is relatively singular. In future studies, the author will expand the sample size, data span, and variable types of the study.
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